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This year, student leaders, such as Student Body President
n the midst of building a vision of modern science with
JULIA BERGER
Reid Hutchison, ICC President Mallory Kendall, Senate Presithe Euler Complex, Taylor’s administration is developing
CO-EDITOR IN CHIEF
dent Drew Heiniger and Director of Media Marketing Caroline
a new vision for the campus to commence with following
AND
Helmke, joined the conversation to develop concepts. All four
Euler’s completion. After much deliberation over the past
students spoke of the receptiveness of Taylor’s planning comseveral months, the board of trustees endorsed the conceptual
KYLA MARTIN
mittee and the architects.
plans for a new student center when they met in October.
NEWS CO-EDITOR
“[Working on this project] expanded my knowledge of what
Rediger chapel will be at the heart of the new student center with the rest of the building encompassing it. The east side, facing Rupp, business is capable of doing and how it’s in literally every sector of our life,”
will be built out from Rediger and, in the planning stages, is considered to be Kendall said. “A company is involved or a business is there whether it involves
the main entrance. With the substantial additions of the student center, the higher education or retail or something like that. It’s really important.”
The center’s plan entails vast uses for its inside space. One addition,
Vayhinger loop and tennis courts will be moved westward, as well.
Last spring, the committee asked a collection of students to draw a map requested by the student body in a survey emailed to students last spring,
of their everyday routes to establish potential locations of the new student is a movie-viewing area. This area is two stories and roughly the size of the
center. When analyzing the results, the committee saw two options: one being
on the path from the Dining Commons to Zondervan Library and the other
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
by Rediger Chapel.
The planning committee kept students involved throughout the process
with discussions, brainstorming and overall layout.

Opinions

Rendering by Designe Collaborative

LEGGINGS
ARE NOT
PANTS
IN BRIEFS
TAYLOR MES STUDENT
WINS INAUGURAL THESIS
COMPETITION
Taylor Master of Environmental Science graduate
student Daryn Dockter won
the $500 inaugural Thesis
of the Year competition with
his thesis, Spatio-Temporal
Boundary Dynamics in an
East Central Indiana Tallgrass Prairie Reconstruction.
Dockter’s thesis, chosen by a
panel of five judges, has been
submitted to the Midwestern Association of Graduate
Schools (MAGS) competition.
DOWN RANGE: THE IRAQ
WAR AND WHAT’S NEXT
The Middle East Collegiate
Association (MECA) will host
“Down Range: The Iraq War
and What’s Next” with twotime Iraq War Veteran David
Warnock at 7 p.m. on Thurs.,
Nov. 17, in Metcalf 002.
Warnock will speak about his
experiences in Iraq and his
support of Obama’s decision
to bring U.S. troops home.
He is currently studying Serbian at Ohio State University.
He is the son of adjunct professor Dr. Jim Warnock.
CAMPUS STORE’S $11.11
SALE ON 11/11/11
In celebration of today’s oncein-a-millenium event, Taylor’s
campus bookstore is selling
select items for $11.11 today.
This sale applies during its
regular business hours.

WEEKEND WEATHER

Today

47°
38°

Saturday

The new student center is the next major project the University is planning after the Euler Complex is finished. This rendering is of the south side of new center.

Tumblr: An iPrism stumble
CAITLIN WILSON

more or less harmless blogs, but also a considerable amount of pornographic material. This is
why we changed the categorization by adding
Students were surprised Nov. 8 to find they ‘adult themes.’”
Information Technology (IT) worked quickly to
could no longer access Tumblr-hosted blogs.
iPrism blocked all Tumblr blogs for containing unblock Tumblr manually. Less than 24 hours
content belonging to the categories “adult, Web after the iPrism blocks began, IT unblocked
Log (blog) and web host.” Of those categories, Tumblr blogs for all students.
“Information Technology just learned about
Taylor University blocks websites categorized
as “adult.”
Many students who blog using Tumblr or
check Tumblr blogs took their frustrations to
“Tumblr.com was not blocked
Facebook, calling out the university for “unfairly”
by the choice of the univerblocking the blog platform. Taylor, however, is
sity. This was an automated
not to blame. The block was the result of how
iPrism runs.
change that occurred during
EdgeWave, the owner of iPrism, sorts websites
an automatic subscription
into categories based on content. Institutions
update
to the content filter
using iPrism filters can then choose what catsoftware . . . .”
egories they want to block.
“Taylor has the technical ability to specify individual sites to block or unblock,” Shawn Denny,
Information Services Librarian, said. “However, Tumblr.com being blocked [Thursday] morning,”
Taylor predominantly relies on a chosen set of said Director of Technology Services T.R. Knight
predefined categories provided by EdgeWave to in an email. “Tumblr.com was not blocked by the
choice of the university. This was an automated
block sites.”
These predefined categories include (but are change that occurred during an automatic subnot limited to) gambling, violence, nudity and scription update to the content filter software
. . . . We ar e i n the process of unblocking
mature humor.
“We provide the tools to enforce the Internet Tumblr.com manually and contacting [Edgeusage policy in corporations, universities and at Wave] to determine why it was categorized as
K-12 schools,” Hendrik Montag-Schwappacher, ‘adult.’”
Knight also apologized for the impact the
senior Internet analyst at EdgeWave, said
in response to Wednesday’s block on Tumblr. block had on students. For questions regarding
“Please be aware that Tumblr is not only hosting why certain websites are blocked, he suggested
CO-EDITOR IN CHIEF

The Presidential Pursuit
U.S. REPRESENTATIVE Birth Place:
RON PAUL
District 14

58°
49°

Sunday

58°
47°

64%
36%

Home City:
Religion:
Hero:

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Lake Jackson, Texas
Protestant
Ludwig von Mises

Political Experience:
U.S. House of Representatives, 1996-present
U.S. House of Representatives, 1976-1977, 1979-1985
Professional Experience:
Medical Practice, Obstetrician-Gynecologist, 1968-1996
Air National Guard, 1965-1968
Captain, United States Air Force, 1963-1965
Author

speaking with Taylor’s Web Review Committee.
iPrism is in place for reasons beyond the obvious. iPrism actually protects computers from
accessing sites known to have malware, viruses
and worms. It also protects students from accessing sites that contain copyright-infringed material, thus, protecting them from lawsuits.
However, in light of Wednesday’s iPrism block,
students struggle to determine if the good effects
of iPrism outweigh the bad.
Junior Sarah Shafer who uses Tumblr to host
her blog said, “I think there needs to be an element of freedom and trust within the community.”
Senior Bethany Trosper was upset her Tumblr
blog was inaccessible.
“As Christians, we do have to be aware of what
we’re putting in front of us, but as adults, we
don’t need or want people deciding what to put
in front of us,” Trosper said.
Blocks placed by iPrism are not permanent
and can be removed based on student requests.
Director of Client Services T.J. Higley suggests
filling out an official Internet Filter Unblock
Request Form that can be found via a link on
the iPrism block page. That form is sent to Student Development, which then makes the final
decision.
Students can also email a request to
url-review@stbernard.com. EdgeWave responds
quickly, and if the request is successful, the
block will be lifted for all institutions that use
iPrism filters.
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student leaders, brought in five separate architectural and especially a building like this, is really for the students.”
The new student center plays a significant role in the board’s
design firms to propose locations and designs beginning in
the spring semester of the last academic year. For past build- master plan for the future of the campus, which will be developed
Stewart Room in Rediger.
The Grille and coffee shop’s seating capacity is expanded ing projects, the university decided on an architectural and over the next several months. These plans feature more projects,
all centered around common themes
from about 100 to more than 300. Heiniger and Helmke both design firm first, then a design. This
of community and expansion, but
mentioned their desire to have a variety of seating areas to best time, however, separate design firms
Taylor is taking it all one step at
fit the needs of students. The open-seating plan allows students submitted their proposals, and the
“What I like about the building, and
a time.
administration chose based on the
to come together throughout the day for various reasons.
“We will not move forward on this
“What I like about the building, and what I think students will combined location and design.
what I think students will appreciate, is
project until [Euler] is fully funded,”
Taylor chose Design Collaboraappreciate, is that during the day it has certain functions, and
that during the day it has certain funcsaid Ron Sutherland, VP for Busitive, located in Fort Wayne, based on
then it has this night mode that it flips into,” Hutchison said.
tions, and then it has this night mode
ness Administration. “So we’re
Meeting rooms with priority given to students line the first their proposal, and they will be partdoing all the good planning, all the
story’s north wall. Dividers can change the size so 10 or 100 nering with construction company
that it flips into,” said Reid Hutchison.
thoughtful planning. We want to be
students can meet in one place. This is a place for group project Michael Kinder and Sons. These two
ready, but this won’t move ahead
companies paired up to build the
meetings, clubs and organizations and socialization.
until the science building is done
“We wanted to look at what are the major brand attributes Memorial Prayer Chapel in 2008.
“One of the reasons why we work so well with faith-based cam- because we have to remain true to taking care of the responsibilof Taylor and have them all be represented,” VP of Student
Development and Dean of Students Skip Trudeau said. “So puses is that our mission statement for Design Collaborative is ity for the thing we’re doing right now.”
Although the focus remains on the Euler Center until its
there’s intentional community, global engagement and relent- to ‘improve people’s worlds,’” said Ron Dick, the head architect
less discovery. We’re trying to figure out how to incorporate all on the project and a founding partner of Design Collaborative. completion, the plans and development for the new student
“There’s a product that comes out of what we do, but we think . . center bring vigor and excitement to campus as it will open a
of those elements into the student center.”
The committee, comprised of several faculty members and . what we bring to the table is an understanding that this is all, plethora of new opportunities for Taylor and the student body.
COVER STORY CONTINUED...

Top 5 News Events of the Week
Doctor is guilty in Michael
Jackson’s death
(nytimes.com)

BOOK SIGNING,
75TH ANNIVERSARY
OPEN HOUSE
DALLACE SANDS
CONTRIBUTOR

Upland, Ind. — Barton Rees Pogue
Memorial Library at 29 W. Washington
Street in Upland is celebrating its 75th
anniversary with an open house and an
art contest.
Taylor University Art Department
Chair Jonathan Bouw will also be selling and signing copies of his book “The
Boy, the Kite, and the Wind.” The open
house will be held in Upland Nov. 12,
2011, from 10 a.m. to noon.
Bouw will talk about his book and
give some insight on the process of illustrating.
Taylor University students are
invited to attend the open house. Volunteer opportunities are available for
those who wish to become involved in
the local community. For more information about volunteering, students may
speak to Head Librarian Barbara Dixon
at the open house.
Eastbrook South Elementary in
Upland and Eastbrook North Elementary in Van Buren are entered into
an art contest for the open house. The
art will be judged, and the winner
will receive a prize. There will also be
refreshments available.
Activity at the library has grown over
the years, and new services such as computers, Evergreen exchange program
and linux files have been made available.
The library hosts children’s events and
other author signings periodically.
Dixon and staff welcome the Upland
and Taylor communities to the open
house.
For additional information, visit
Barton Reese Pogue Library’s website
at, http://upland.lib.in.us/LightNEasy.
php?page=Home.

Soldier found guilty of
murdering Afghans
(cnn.com)

Senate approves two modest
job-creation bills
(chicagotribune.com)

The firing of Joe Paterno: Why
the Penn State unrest
was senseless
(time.com)

ley said. “We’ve never had
On the 11th hour of the
KARA HACKETT
homeland worries like we
11th day of the 11th month,
NEWS CO-EDITOR
have now. Nobody dared
hostility temporarily
ceased between Germany and the Allied to attack us after World War II, but now
nations, marking the end of “the war to people are attacking us on our own soil.”
“We’re not used to having people on
end all wars” in 1918.
Twenty years later, Nov. 11 was our turf,” said Olson housekeeper Kathy
declared a national holiday “dedicated to Brown, who served in the Navy from 1977the cause of world peace” and known as 1984. “Around the world, people are on
Armistice Day, according to the United alert 24/7. We really just started feeling
all of that with 9/11.”
States Department of Veterans Affairs.
As one of a few women in the armed
Although the beginning of World War
II in 1954 changed the title of Armistice forces at the time, Brown chose the Navy
Day to Veterans Day, the initial intent of because it was the most accepting military
the holiday — honoring those who fight to branch.
“I was a jet engine mechanic,” Brown
preserve peace — remains the same.
“When I went to school, we stood up said. “Being a woman in that field was
in class at 11 a.m. for one minute and challenging. I played a lot of team sports
thought about the people who served in high school, so by learning to work with
and died for our country,” said post office different coaches and different team playdelivery man Paul Buroker, who served ers, I learned to get along with people.”
Today, Brown’s son serves in the Navy
in the Army National Guard as a typist
from 1964-1972. “I love my country, and stationed on the USS George Washington
we need to honor those who have helped in Japan.
“We just email and Facebook,” Brown
make my freedom and your freedom possaid. “Sometimes I’m thinking, ‘He’s there,
sible.”
Professional Writing Department Direc- and I want to still be there.’”
To honor veterans, Brown recommends
tor Dennis Hensley served in the Army
from January 1971 to December 1972 dur- sending letters or small gifts to soldiers
ing the Vietnam War. He said he would “do overseas. Hensley says expressions of
thanks are greatly appreciated.
it again in a heartbeat.”
“In the past five to 10 years, people have
“When I was in the war in Vietnam, I
was fighting the enemy, but I taught Eng- said, ‘Thank you for your service. I really
lish to the locals,” Hensley said. “I taught appreciate it,’” Hensley said. “We weren’t
music lessons to the locals. I was a school welcomed back this way with tickertape
teacher, so I taught a lot of things on my parades. Expressing gratitude now is
own time . . . . We’re not just fighting an really nice in small ways . . . . Just saying,
enemy. It’s what we’re doing to help the ‘We haven’t forgotten, and we really are
local people. That’s the side of being a sol- grateful to you for what you’ve done.’”
Along with Buroker, Hensley and Brown,
dier that a lot of people don’t see.”
As President Barack Obama withdraws other campus veterans include Felix Aquitroops stationed around the world, veter- lar, Michael Bates, Christopher Bennett,
ans like Hensley express the desire for Andrew Bowell, Mark Branham, Mark
America to defend the homeland and set Cosgrove, Timothy Enyeart, Michael
Harbin, Gregg Holloway, John Inskeep,
international priorities.
“I think we still should protect the Rodger Judd, Anthony Kijanko, Hadley
places that have shown their devotion to Mitchell, John Reishus, Edwin Squiers,
the United States, but I don’t think we Donald Taylor, James Warnock, Norman
can be the caretakers to the whole world White and David Wood.
like we’ve tried to be for too long,” Hens-

FRIDAY
CHA P EL

Pastor J.R. Briggs, Philadelphia, Pa.
Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

P HI LOSOP HY COLLOQUI UM

Reade 128
4-5 p.m.

‘A CHRI STMA S CA ROL’
Mitchell Theatre
8 p.m.

SATURDAY
50TH BI RTHD AY FA CULTY RECI TA L

Dr. Leon Harshenin, piano
Carruth Recital Hall
7-9 p.m.

BULL RI D I NG SERI ES

Grant County 4-H Fairgrounds
1403 E. State Road 18
Marion, Ind. 46952
7:30-9:30 p.m.

‘A CHRI STMA S CA ROL’
Mitchell Theatre
8 p.m.

SUNDAY
‘A CHRI STMA S CA ROL’
Mitchell Theatre
3 p.m.

D OUG A ND ERSON I N CONCERT

Epworth United Methodist Church
105 West 8th
Matthews, Ind. 46957
6:30-9 p.m.

MONDAY
CHA P EL - NATI ONA L A D OP TI ON D AY

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

Students in Free Enterprise program restart business ministry
CONTRIBUTOR

T

en freshmen and sophomore students
met with the Dean of the School of
Business to discuss the future of Taylor University’s Students in Free Enterprise (SIFE) program Wednesday, Nov. 9.
SIFE focuses on community involvement and allows students to use business skills to serve others, according
to the mission statement of the SIFE
organization.
“This is an organization that . . . has
the professional element and the service element,” said Dean of the School
of Business and head of Taylor’s SIFE
program Dr. Larry Belcher.
“SIFE wants to take people who have
business knowledge and basically have
a heart to serve others, which fits in
well with the mission of our institution.”
Taylor has actively participated in
SIFE for the past three years, ranking
among the top 40 college teams nationwide last year, according to records from
the School of Business.
Last year, SIFE was primarily run
by advisor Accounting Professor Kim
Miller, Vice President Dr. Ben Sells and
senior Patrick Sells.

(latimes.com)

HONORING PEACE PRESERVERS

SIFE: BACK IN BUSINESS
KARI TRAVIS

Cancer treatment shows
promise for rapid weight loss

Belcher hopes to pick up where the
successful program left off. His vision
for the future of SIFE is to ensure
service programs and extracurricular
projects complement the mission of the
university.
“I think we’ve got that opportunity
to go beyond the campus bubble and
to go out and seek some opportunities,”
Belcher said. “To maybe do community
education, or some other type of more
tangible community service.”
Students involved in the program said
participation is important on both academic and spiritual levels.
“As Christians, we are servant leaders
helping the community,” said freshman
Jason Bain. “The concept of servant
leadership is important because it combines business with philanthropy.”
Students from all backgrounds and
majors are welcome to participate in
the program.
“The fact that you’re not a business
major doesn’t disqualify you,” Belcher
said. “Diversity breeds strength. Everybody can bring something to the table.”
Participants say they are eager to see
more students join SIFE.
“I believe that having students from a
variety of majors will bring new ideas,

SHAWN MORI N EXHI BI T

and . . . touch different persons in the
community and various business areas,”
said freshman Jarrell Smith.
The ultimate goal is
to use SIFE as a ministry for the School of
Business.
“What I want to
see is that we continue to use this as
an outreach vehicle,”
Belcher said. “As a
vehicle where we can
continue to be a part
765-662-7673
of the community, and
2014
W. 2nd St.
where we can hopeMarion, IN 46952
fully continue to gen- Find us on Facebook
erate projects that are
service-oriented and
have some value, not
just to the Taylor community, but also to the
broader community
around us.”
For more information about SIFE visit
www.sife.org. To join
SIFE, contact Belcher
at lwbelcher@taylor.
edu.

Beard Art Center Galleries - IWU
4201 S. Washington St.
Marion, IN 46953
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

2 games and shoes for $5

Sunday- Thursday
(with student ID)

Friday and Saturday 9pm-close
$20 per lane for 2 hours
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DEMOCRACY OR MORE OF THE SAME FOR ARAB SPRING?

O

T

Photo by Gigi Ibrahim

boring country’s lead, demanding
n Dec. 17, 2010, a young
ANNA MEDEARIS
CONTRIBUTOR
President Mubarak step down from
Tunisian man, Mohamed
power. Bahrain and Iran attempted
Bouazizi, set fire to himto start a non-violent revolution.
self to protest the police
who confiscated the fruit and vegeta- Libyans also began non-violent protests. Their
bles he was trying to sell, sparking the Arab leader, Gadhafi, retaliated with mercenaries and
extreme violence. Libya finally felt free when
Spring.
Tunisian protestors filled the streets after- Gadhafi died Oct. 20, but the country now faces
ward, starting a revolution that resulted in the extreme uncertainty about the future.
All Arab regimes to one degree or another
overthrow of their president. The Tunisian revolution created a domino effect in the Middle East. stripped their people of their basic dignity. They
Now that the hype of the Arab Spring has deprived them of freedom and never allowed
passed, countries face extreme challenges, or them to develop anywhere near their full potential.
seem to be at the same place they began.
According to The Washington Post, “SituaTunisia, the country with the most hope for
democratic change, recently announced the tions vary dramatically from country to country,”
Hillary Clinton said in a speech to the National
Islamic Party won the elections.
In Syria, Assad has been firing on demonstra- Democratic Institute in Washington. “It would
tors and refuses to answer calls from the U.S. be foolish to take a one-size-fits-all approach
and barrel forward regardless of circumstances
and other nations to step down.
The ruling monarchy in Bahrain cracked down on the ground.”
However, all the uprisings were about human
on the protestors, using violence to stop them.
Recently, tensions between Egyptian Muslims beings wanting to be treated with dignity. The
and Christians have escalated. Clashes have majority of Arabs stood up against their governments for human rights and free elections.
become more common.
The transitions taking place across the MidRight now, old divisions will do everything
they can to prevent advances. The previous dle East were sparked by non-violence. People
divisions feel like they are diminishing, so they around the world believed the recent revolutions
will do anything to rise up again, which would had a chance for bringing about genuine change.
The U.S. continues to support democratic
counter-act the revolutions.
In these cases, we see the revolutions have movements in the Middle East. However, the
taken a downturn, but this does not mean they U.S. cannot intervene in every situation.
In The Washington Post Monday, Clinton
have completely failed.
Even though Tunisia’s Islamic Party won the explained the U.S. decision to participate in a
elections, it does not mean they lost what the seven-month air campaign in Libya that annihipopulation wanted to accomplish through the lated Gadhafi ’s military was made because dozens of NATO and Arab countries joined together
protests.
According to the Guardian, a Tunisian woman “to protect civilians and help people liberate their
wrote before the election, “No matter which party country without a single American life lost.”
In other cases, the U.S. refuses to step in
gets the majority of votes, the assembly will
rewrite the constitution to the satisfaction of because they cannot act alone. Therefore, much
all the political parties and all the people. What of what happens next in the Arab countries lies
comes after is up to the people in the street. in the hands of the protestors and their governTunisians will no longer accept any violation of ments.
Uncertainty continues to linger among the
their rights; the coming governments should be
people in the Middle East as they look into the
aware of that.”
Tunisians set the stage for change and pre- future. Although the outcomes have not been all
pared a way for Arabs to stand up for their rights. positive, protestors around the Middle East have
Soon after the Tunisian protests began last made a mark in history by standing up to their
December, Egyptian youth followed their neigh- governments in a pursuit toward human rights.

AS GREECE FALLS, CHINA RISES

The risk of economic upheaval spreading through the global
to implement promised reforms that are supposed to
he global economy is heading in different direcMEREDITH SELL
revive Italy’s economy and reduce the national debt economy continues. According to Reuters, stock markets worldtions, with slow growth in the U.S., steady
STAFF WRITER
wide slumped last week, China’s manufacturing sector weakened
(Fox). He is currently under pressure to resign.
growth in Asia and what looks like a down“With their own finances already stretching from in October, and South Korea’s shipments to Europe dropped 20
ward spiral in Europe.
bailing out Greece, Ireland and Portugal — and tra- percent from last year.
In Greece, the economy is staggering. As
Europe’s debt should not impact China
a means to deal with political turmoil and heavy national debt, ditional allies like the United States
heavily.
Greek Prime Minister George Papandreo has promised to resign wrestling with their own problems —
“Forty percent of China’s GDP growth
“on the condition that a controversial 130 billion euro bailout deal eurozone countries are looking to the
is from consumption, and that will
IMF to use its resources and rescue
is approved,” CNN reported.
increase; 40 percent is from investment
The bailout, provided by the International Monetary Fund experience to help prevent the debt crisis
in plant and equipment. It is becoming
(IMF), would settle 100 billion euros of Greek debt and grant 30 from spreading to large economies,” Fox
“With the world’s economies shifting, a self-sustaining process, and China can
million euros to the public for settling debts. It is accompanied reported.
growing powers like China, Brazil
sell right through this,” Reuters quoted
Leaders meeting last week at the
by slashing government jobs, privatizing businesses and reducing
and South Africa are gaining new
Carl Weinberg, chief economist at High
G-20 Summit failed to settle on a way
pensions (CNN).
responsibilities and stronger influFrequency Economics, as saying.
“The eyes of the world are fixed on Greece to see if it quickly to strengthen the IMF to contain the
ences.”
The U.S. added 367,000 jobs in the priaccepts the terms of the bailout deal,” the Warsaw Business European debt crisis (Fox).
vate sector over the last three months —
With the world’s economies shifting,
Journal reported.
enough to lower the unemployment rate
Greece wields a disproportionate influence over the interna- growing powers like China, Brazil and
to 9 percent. If U.S. exports to Europe
tional economy, and according to CNN, “[e]conomists worry that South Africa are gaining new responsidecrease, it will only affect the overall
a Greek default on its debt could pull down larger European bilities and stronger influences. As part
U.S. economic growth by six-tenths of a
economies — particularly those of Italy and Spain, as well as of the 187 countries in the IMF, they
percent (Reuters).
must decide whether helping Europe is worthwhile (Fox).
struggling Portugal and Ireland.”
According the MarketWatch, the euro’s value declined from
“China, a key member of the G-20, has said it will not contribute
According to Reuters, Italy overtook Greece as a prime threat to
the eurozone’s stability. Doubts have grown over whether Italian to the [IMF] until the Greek situation is resolved,” the Warsaw $1.3839 in North American Trade to $1.3773.
Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi will have the political strength Business Journal reported.

Venezuela — Gunmen

kidnapped U.S. Major
League catcher Wilson
Ramos from his family
home in Venezuela on
Wednesday night, the latest in a string of baseball
players being held captive in the nation.

Israel — The seven-year
rape conviction of former
President Moshe Katsav
has been upheld by Israel’s Supreme Court. Katsav, who was charged of

raping a former employee
and sexually harassing
two others, will begin his
sentence on Dec. 7.

Syria — An 8-year-old girl

is one of the latest victims
of the anti-government
protest crackdowns ordered by President Bashar
al-Assad. An approximate
3,500 people have been
killed in the protests and
crackdowns, according to
U.N. estimates.

England — Law enforcement deployed nearly
4,000 officers to the scene
of a London student demonstration this week, in
anticipation of thousands
of protesters. Twenty-four
people were arrested under “suspicion of public
order offenses,” among
other charges. London
police continue to be on
high alert in the aftermath
of the summer’s riots.
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Tatted, Not Condemned
CORRIE DYKE L I F E

Senior Mario Gonzales led
the smooth acoustic
jams of “Excuses”

Senior Kurt Miller

Photos by Tim Riethmiller

by The Morning

channeled Jack
White with

Benders.

the Raconteurs’

Sophomore Mackenzie

“Salute your Solution.”

Elliott brought us down to
earth with Sarah Bareilles’
“Gravity”

Bright Eyes’ indie rock jam “Four

Junior Tyler Wood ended the night with

Winds” came to Taylor through

awesome as he crooned a Coldplay

senior Jonathan Povilonis.

favorite, “The Scientist.”

Junior Adriana Rodriguez took us down
memory lane with Christina Aguilera’s
90’s classic “Come on Over.”

& TIMES CO-EDITOR

verse that speaks of
God’s love for humanity.
“God, don’t remember
my sin, instead remember your love for me; this
love that is greater than
anything on earth; love
that sent your son; and now
that you sent your son, there
is nothing that can separate us
from your love.”
Oliver said she believes
it is hard to say changing
the appearance of our
physical bodies in any
way “diminishes the
fact that we bare the
imago dei.” She finds
it goes much deeper.
“God’s image and
handiwork is evident
in a lot of things that
we alter, landscapes
and ocean fronts
for example,” Oliver
said. “I think that a
tattoo can be a creative expression that
glorifies God and can
be used as a tool to
impact and expand
his kingdom.”
Ta t t o o s h a v e
become a part of the
culture we live in,
and as our generation continues its
crazy antics and
strives to stand
out, inking our
bodies may be
one way we
leave our
mark.

Photo
by K
er

hl Ba

enda

A lot of ink has been spilled on the stereotypes of they were the same age.”
Even more surprising, according to the Pew study,
our generation. We can’t communicate face-to-face,
we half-heartedly pay attention to the news and — is that 70 percent of those inked in our generation
maybe the worst — we permanently mark our bodies. have their tats hidden by clothes. So we may be bold,
According to the Pew Research Center, four in 10 but we do it tastefully, or at least with our future
millennials have tattoos, and half of those that are in mind.
More important than what our future boss has to
inked sport two to five of them. There is something
to be said about the statistics of our generation, say about the ink, where does the one who made us
but tattoos have been around longer than any of in his image stand?
“[Tattoos] can lose merit with the Christian comus. Body art has been prevalent in a number of cultures around the world and have been found on the munity,” sophomore Steve Moon said.
Moon got his first tattoo, the Chinese symbol of
remains of mummified Egyptians.
More recently, tattoos have been caught in the love, on his 18th birthday. He chose his second tattoo
tide of mainstream culture. Today, more than 20,000 “Vita” after reading “Wild at Heart” by John Eldredge.
tattoo parlors exist in the United States. The India- Moon’s third and final marking is a small cross.
“I admit I got (the cross) because it looked cool, but
napolis Yellow Pages listed 46 shops.
Tattoos made their mark on TV starting in 2005 at the same time, I’m a Christian. I wanted that on
my body,” Moon said.
with reality show “Miami
His other two tattoos
Ink.” Soon after, culture
have just as much meanbecame infatuated with
ing. God’s love is a huge
the idea of getting inked. “What once seemed rebellious to our parents
Now a number of shows
is now a common investment for 18-30 year part of Moon’s life. He
said God’s love for us
follow tattoo artists and
olds.”
is just as important as
their studios.
God’s power, and he is
Our generation faded
studying psychology to
the judgmental edge
one day be a marriage counselor.
from tattoos.
Moon agreed with the statistics that our genMillennials did not start this trend, but certainly
shifted the demographic of those who choose to eration is bolder than others, but he also feels, as
have tattoos. A certain criteria for body art no lon- Christians, we have it harder and are subject to
ger exists. The third of our generation with one or more judgment. In Moon’s opinion, tattoos have the
more tattoos come from all backgrounds. What once ability to show the world Christians are not trying
seemed rebellious to our parents is now a common to pretend to be perfect.
Moon said he used to think the Bible made a point
investment for 18- to 30 year-olds.
While our parents may scold us for this behavior, to not mark our bodies. After reading more in context,
there is something positive to be noted about our he said he only finds this to be true depending on
the meaning behind the art. He added his tattoos
wild and crazy generation.
According an article by the American Journalism are not meant to worship the devil.
“My tattoos don’t cause my Christian brothers and
Review, there are encouraging statistics underneath
our tattoos. We are the best-educated generation in sisters to stumble,” Moon said.
In fact, junior Rachel Oliver’s tattoo was inspired
history.
“Fifty-four percent of today’s 18- to 28-year-olds by the sharing of her faith. Oliver’s ink is the word
have had at least some college education,” according “love.” She said she came up with the idea on a Greyto the American Journalism Review. “Compared with hound bus after meeting and sharing the gospel with
49 percent of Gen Xers, 36 percent of Boomers and 24 a man who had asked her about a scripture verse
percent of
the Silent Generation she had written on her arm at the time.
Each letter of Oliver’s tattoo is a reference to a
(age
65-plus) when

ERICA GLEASON
STAFF WRITER

Juniors Joel Plosz and Danny Benson set
the chapel raving and the audience aglow
with Basshunter’s “Now You’re Gone.”

We had it all with
sophomore Kinsley
Koons’ soulful
rendition of
“Rolling in
the Deep”
by Adele.

Our hearts collided with senior
Jack Davies as he sweetly
serenaded us with the

Monday marks
the beginning
of Taylor’s 2ndannual Push My
Button Week. This
week-long event
is facilitated by
the Multi-Ethnic
Student Association
(MESA) as a means
to start conversations
on race and culture, with
the ultimate goal of bringing
together members of Taylor’s community across ethnic and cultural barriers.
MESA is a cabinet that functions to create an atmosphere of
collaboration between the various ethnic and international groups
on campus. Its overarching mission is to foster connection between
the Office of American Ethnic Student Programs (AESP), Mu
Kappa (Missionary Kids) and International Student Society (ISS).
“The cabinet also attempts to connect these groups to the

campus community [and to] stimulate conversations on racial
issues throughout Taylor University,” said senior Kate Camara,
president of MESA. “MESA helps foster an environment at Taylor
University that produces Christians who are actively involved in
the pursuit of local and global justice, providing hope through the
gospel of reconciliation.”
Push My Button Week is one of the primary ways by which
MESA seeks to connect the community and stir these discussions. Each day next week, members of MESA will wear buttons
designed to serve as conversation starters. Students are encouraged to ask anyone wearing these buttons about their stories of
race, culture and ethnicity. All members of the Taylor community
are invited not only to ask questions, but to wear buttons themselves and share their own stories, too.
Taylor students take pride in and celebrate the intentional
community. As cliché as it sometimes is, this community students
have created is one of the most loved things about Taylor. However,
there are areas in which we can grow.
“There are [divisions] on our campus,” Camara said. “[These
exist] between race, culture and even residence halls. While these
walls do not cripple our campus, they do hinder an intentional

Howie Day tune.

TUMANJI:

RUMBLE IN THE JUNGLE

The piano stylings of senior Graham
Hauser had us all asking him
not to stop the music
of this Jamie
Cullum cover.

CORRIE DYKE L I F E

Photo by Lizz Ford

community.”
The hope of Push My Button Week is to strengthen that intentional community by breaking down the cultural barriers that
exist on campus, creating a new level of tolerance, respect and
awareness.
One of the main events of the week will be a faculty and student
panel to which all students are invited to hear the stories of fellow
community members as they discuss ethnicity and culture. The
intention behind this is to recognize cultural misconceptions, celebrate diversity and share together amidst differences. The panel
will take place Tuesday, Nov. 15, at 9:15 p.m. in the Stuart Room.
“We hope to counter stereotypes by promoting dialogue and
thought [at the panel event],” Camara said.
More sharing and discussion will take place Wednesday night
in English and Gerig lobbies as students share stories in a more
intimate setting. Look for announcements soon with more details
about these events.
“Next week we hope that the campus will wear buttons and
share stories and that through these stories, walls will be broken
down and stereotypes will be dispelled,” Camara said.

& TIMES CO-EDITOR

Last night, the chapel was transformed into a jungle
as a game of “Tumanji” intertwined with 10 My
Generation Night performances. Although the show
was a mere hour and 15 minutes, it was packed with
plenty of Taylor talent.
The sound of forest drums kicked off the night,
followed by The Raconteurs’ “Salute your Solution,”
led by senior Kurt Miller. Girls in the crowd then
instantly fell in love with senior Jack Davies and
freshman Will Tice and their sweet cover of Howie
Day’s “Collide.”
The ever-loved commercials were few and far
between, but the girls of Second West Olson took us
for Polar Pops with the Habeckers, and the search
for the mysterious “TU Creep” was both entertaining
and semi-informative.
The show gravitated on with the laid-back Sara
Bareilles song performed by sophomore Mackenzie
Elliott. Senior Mario Gonzales then gave the crowd
no “Excuses” not to hum along with his rendition
of The Morning Benders’ song, followed by a quick
plug for the men’s soccer and women’s volleyball
championships this weekend.

Keeping the show upbeat, junior Adriana Rodriguez took the audience down memory lane with a
stop in 1999 and her impressive Christina Aguilera
imitation of “Come on Over.” Senior Derahn Shields
added edge to the pop beat with his soulful rap.
After a short intermission, the show came back
strong with an acoustic-turned-techno version of
Basshunter’s “Now You’re Gone.” The performance
lit up the night and charged the crowd for the indie
rock tune “Four Winds” led by senior Jonathan
Povilonis and sophomore Kinsley Koons.
With a dollar of every ticket sold benefiting this
year’s spring break trips,a reminder to apply was
given by co-leaders Dave Moran and Amanda Steinbeck. After a quick change, Koons returned to lead
the show into a more mellow direction, singing the
popular Adele hit “Rolling in the Deep.”
Senior Graham Hauser tickled the ivories as he
belted “Don’t Stop the Music.” But it had to. Ending
on a high note, juniors Tyler Wood and Kristen Prebble closed the show with Coldplay’s “The Scientist.”
With a quick rewind of the video (because of low
budget for special effects), the game was sent backward and the wild adventure was over.
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REVIEW: ‘A CHRISTMAS CAROL’

B

Photo by Melissa Jerome

it isn’t always portrayed as such.
ustling streets, festive decorations,
RACHEL VACHON
The Taylor Theatre department has gone all
fresh snow and sleigh bells abound
COPY EDITOR
out for this performance. Everything about it
as Christmas arrives in Victorian
is of top-notch quality and reflects all the hard
England. Christmas greetings are
work they put into each of their productions.
on everyone’s lips except for one:
Every nuance is presented in such a way that
Ebenezer Scrooge’s. His “bah humbug” sends a chill through anyone within close will delight the audience with its magic and possibilities.
proximity and erases any thoughts of holiday One such example is the carolers who entertain the theatregoers before the show and during intermission.
cheer.
“This is my first production with Taylor Theatre, and I’ve
Tonight the Taylor Theatre opens with their
performance of Charles Dickens’ “A Christmas just been so impressed with the quality of the Taylor Theatre
Carol.” It tells the well-known story of the snarly, department, especially in comparison with high school’s
miserly Scrooge as he is visited by the ghost of his deceased musicals,” freshman Keith Cantrell, who plays Old Joe, said.
business partner, Jacob Marley, on Christmas Eve. Marley “The sets are amazing, the people are phenomenal to work
warns him that he will be visited by three spirits before the with. It’s very organized, and I love my part, too.”
The musical rendition of this classic begins tonight
night expires. As Scrooge relives his past, views the present
and catches a glimpse of his future, he is given a chance to through Nov. 13 and will run through the weekends of Nov.
18-20 and Dec. 2-4. Shows are at 8 p.m. Fridays and Saturreexamine his life and turn it around.
The play’s elaborate and versatile set, live orchestra, days and at 3 p.m. on Sundays. Tickets are $12 for adults,
period costumes and large but fantastic cast beautifully $10 for students and $5 for children, and can be purchased
encapsulate the era. The accents and bits of British humor in the ticket office inside Rupp. To reserve tickets, call 998even feel authentic. Every necessary element that is required 5289.
This play is the ideal way to kick off the holiday season. No
for retaining the integrity of the play’s quintessential charm
one will want to miss this production of “A Christmas Carol.”
and timelessness is included. It is a classic masterpiece.
The performance is also appropriately eerie in all the It is fun, thoroughly enjoyable and perfect for families.
“‘The Christmas Carol’ is all about the Christmas spirit,”
right places. The ghost scene and grave scene, especially, are
both haunting, yet masterfully done. They will send a chill sophomore Mark Davis said. “People know the story, but the
down the audience’s spine, but not enough that it scares musical has a little bit more to it because it’s all about comthem away. The use of flying equipment adds flair and is the munity and drawing people together, like different classes
proverbial icing on the cake. One aspect that was interesting, and social economical divides. It’s all about bringing people
though, was the casting of a female for the role of The Ghost together, especially at the time of Christmas.”
of Christmas Future. This might quirk a few eyebrows since

OPENING THIS WEEKEND
“Immortals”

“Jack and Jill”

Starring Henry Cavill, Mickey Rourke, Frieda Pinto

Starring Adam Sandler, Katie Holmes, Al Pacino

The brutal King Hyperion and his murderous army are
rampaging across Greece in search of an ancient artifact.
With ruthless efficiency, Hyperion and his legions destroy
everything in their wake. However, a young man named
Theseus is the key to stopping the destruction. With the
help of an oracle and a band of followers, he sets out for
a battle which will decide the fate of humanity.

Jack Sadelstein (Adam Sandler), a successful advertising
executive with a wonderful family, dreads one event each
year: the Thanksgiving visit of his identical twin sister, Jill
(also Adam Sandler). Jill’s neediness and passive-aggressiveness turns his normally-tranquil life upside down. Will
Jack get over his sibling squabbles, or will Jill win this
uphill battle of a rivalry?

“Melancholia”
Starring Kirsten Dunst, Kiefer Sutherland, Alexander Skarsgård
This limited-release film follows Justine and Michael as
they celebrate their marriage at a sumptuous party in
the home of her sister and brother-in-law. However, a
disaster of apocolyptic proportions looms on the horizon.
A planet named Melancholia is heading toward Earth,
threatening all life on the planet and bringing the world
to the brink of destruction.

T he ministry of Da M es s en g er

Photo provided by Jasman Rolle
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“[My father’s death] was the serious thing in my
he day my brother came home wearing
LUCINDA SWEAZEY
life
that demanded my attention and said I either
pants so baggy he almost had to do the
CONTRIBUTOR
need to live for God or not.”
splits to hold them up, my mother almost
Da Messenger said writing songs was his way of releasing
had a heart attack. We’re a well-to-do, God-fearing, classical-music-listening family — rather, we were. Over the stress and expressing emotions. Staring at my own stress demon
next few years, the Sweazey family became acclimated to the across the room (i.e. my backpack), I found myself nodding
rap music world (with my brother pounding the bass in the emphatically with this statement.
“Personal therapy,” he described. I pondered penning a verse
basement 23.5/7, it was do or die). Today, we can head bang and
or two of my own.
lyric rip with the best of them.
Da Messenger’s new album, Alien, was released Aug. 16.
If you’ve heard the phrase “Christian hip hop,” then you’ve
heard of Lecrae (he’s an idol of Yours Truly). When I heard hip However, due to a 20-city tour, he has been unable to perform
hop artist Da Messenger had shared the stage with him, I was a release concert. Tonight Da Messenger is performing a free
immediately interested. Then I heard I was going to interview admission album release concert at Faith Baptist Church in
Kyren Monteiro, otherwise known as Da Messenger. I made his hometown, Marion, at 7 p.m. (Doors open at 6:30.) Did I
sure to brush up on my Lecrae facts and hip hop lingo. But I mention it’s free?
was not the only rebel fan on the line. Da Messenger didn’t hold
According to Da Messenger, his album was inspired by 1 Peter
back any praise.
2:11-12.
“[Performing with Lecrae] was an honor,” he said. “It taught me
“I made an album like Alien to describe how we are aliens in
a lot . . . as an artist and a person. [Lecrae] has been a mentor this world,” he said. “[It’s] an encouragement but also a chalfrom a distance.”
lenge to live for the cause of Christ.”
Lecrae wasn’t his only influence.
So to all you Lecrae fans out there and anyone else interested
“My father was a hip hop artist,” Da Messenger said. “He’s in music Da Messenger described as “aggressive and hardthe reason I got into it. He introduced me and taught me what hitting, some is worship . . . but most is upbeat, club-sounding
it was about.”
music,” pull out your erasers and clear your calendars for tonight.
My pen barely kept up as Da Messenger’s testimony came
Da Messenger’s final words to Taylor regarding this concert?
over the phone. Faith wasn’t real until, when Kyren was 15, his “I think this will be something you’ll be mad at yourself for
father was diagnosed with cancer.
missing.” After all…free? What college student isn’t interested?

Reflections with
Katie Leigh

‘A Lynching in the Heartland’
author visits Taylor

the club. Alumnus Brian “Marvel”
Connie Kendall visited Taylor this
ALEX MELLEN
Farnsley explained he was comweek — or at least that’s what it
CONTRIBUTOR
forted by hearing Connie cope
felt like. Many members of the
with her grandmother’s death as
campus came away changed after
he faced his own grandparents’ deaths.
interacting with voice actress Katie Leigh.
Leigh led a workshop Tuesday about her acting
Monday, Leigh spoke in chapel about how she
began acting and how almost 25 years ago she experiences and how to succeed in voice acting.
was hired for the Adventures in Odyssey (AIO) Students also had an opportunity to read from
scripts for her and receive critiques.
radio drama as the voice of Connie.
“It was amazing to get honest feedback from
After becoming a Christian, Leigh wondered
how she could balance her faith and career and such a talented person,” freshman Lexie Owen
please God while acting. She said God provided said.“I came away inspired to experiment with
the position for her at AIO, and the rest, as they voices.”
One common question Leigh received was,
say, is history.
Leigh explained to students that interests and “How old is Connie?” Fans of the show might
talents combined with experience and training remember that Connie was 16 for more than a
decade. Leigh considered the question and said
can reveal God’s plans for their lives.
“I believe that God created each of us for a pur- Connie is probably in her early- to mid-20s — old
pose, and he will show us eventually what it is enough to get married.
This led to the other often-asked question: “Will
we’re supposed to do,” Leigh said.
Leigh talked to students informally in the Connie ever get married?”
“Yes,” Leigh said, but she’s not sure to whom yet.
Union Monday afternoon. She recorded some of
their stories about how Odyssey affected them She joked that she would like Connie to marry
Jason Whittaker, Whit’s son.
and asked for their feedback on the show.
After spending time with Leigh, many students
“Being able to share our thoughts on the direction AIO was taking was really rewarding,” senior commented on how she is like the spunky, sponLauren Apple said. “Knowing that [Leigh] really taneous character of Connie. During chapel, she
did care about our opinions was an amazing feel- tried to bring up her PowerPoint presentation
and began talking directly to the sound booth
ing.”
The AIO Club hosted a live show for Leigh and technicians when it wouldn’t work. When Molly
the Taylor student body in the Union Monday Anderson introduced the live show, Leigh called
night. They helped audience members act in read- Chris Anthony, the host of AIO, to compare their
ers’ theater scenes from AIO (Leigh played Con- voices.
“Getting to know her was a joy,” said Nathan
nie), gave away prizes, showed Odyssey-themed
videos they had made, asked Leigh questions and Sturgis, sophomore member of the AIO Club,
“because she genuinely loves God, and that came
listened to her stories.
AIO Club members also took this time to share out in all her interactions, whether teaching a
special memories with Leigh. Junior Molly Ander- class or just spending time with fans of Advenson shared how she met her boyfriend through tures in Odyssey.”

Madison’s visit. Lehr explained
What do the downtown square
CHRISTEN GALL
there were many different aveof Marion, Ind., in 1930 and
CONTRIBUTOR
nues they could have gone to
middle-class homes of Jackson,
bring “The Help” book discusMiss., in 1960 have in common?
Nothing, to most. One would appear to be a sion into a larger context.
“The truth is, the impact and connection to
location of downtrodden Americans struggling
to avoid the effects of the Great Depression, this history was going to be stronger when we
while the other could simply be the venue of could point to our own backyard,” Lehr said.
harmless women’s clubs filled with domestic “It is important for Taylor students to know
chatter. But both are intertwined not by time the history of their current community, and
although this is an extremely painful event,
or proximity, but by acts of racism.
Wednesday, Nov. 9, the Honors Guild hosted it definitely reflects the intense racism and
James Madison, author of “A Lynching in the injustice that plagued our country during
Heartland,” to speak about the tale of one this era.”
Madison pointed out this kind of racist act
of the last recorded lynchings in the United
States. It took place in a city very familiar happened all over the United States. These
with many: Marion, Ind. Madison spoke about were seemingly good, respectable people
the true events of Aug. 7, 1930, when Afri- involved in this lynching. Madison made a
can American Grant County residents Abe point to say to students, “There’s nothing
Smith and Tommy Shipp were lynched by strange, or wicked or evil about Marion, Ind.,
angry crowds after being accused of rape and when compared to the rest of the United
States.”
murder.
Madison’s story ended by showing the infaThis is the second part of the Honors series
titled “The Restoration of the Other: Justice, mous lynching photograph showing the bodies
Mercy, and Faithfulness.” A book discussion of the two men hanging from a tree in the
over “The Help,” the best-selling novel by Marion courthouse square.
“This is the most famous lynching photoKathryn Stockett about the lives of African
American maids in Jackson, Miss., prior to graph in all of America,” Madison said.
“I imagine that for the students who have
the Civil Rights movement, began this topic
never heard the details of this story, and even
of race and reconciliation.
Madison’s many years as a history profes- for those who have, [it] will be uncomfortsor at Indiana University aided in telling the able,” Lehr said. “Some may be shocked or
story of this event as he captivated audiences stunned, others might be heartbroken and
moving from character to character in this troubled, but I hope everyone is uncomforttwisted plot. According to Madison, Marion able — for only if we are uncomfortable will
was the theater for the American lynching, we have fully entered into this event and the
thousands of ones like it in our history and
and all Americans knew the script well.
MAHE student and Honors graduate assis- begin to reconcile it with our own lives and
tant Maria Lehr was part of coordinating relationships.”
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BEGGING FOR LESS LEGGINGS

W

K AT I E

S C H L E M M E R ,

e have all experienced the
massive power of the wind in
Upland, Ind. Because of this
experience I’d like to think, as
intelligent students of Taylor
University, we would dress
according to the extreme temperature drops, random rain
showers and slight glimpses
of the sun. However, as I frolic
around Taylor’s beautiful campus hoping to be caught on
camera by the TU Creep, I notice some girls
who seem to have forgotten one very important part of their wardrobe. Pants.
It is somehow acceptable to substitute
pants for a thin fabric known as leggings.
Is there a difference between leggings and
tights? As a woman who has worn both of
these, I don’t understand how it would be
comfortable, let alone warm, to wear just
leggings. As Ronnie Willmarth commented

S T U D E N T

C O N T R I B U T O R

in his advice column concerning leggings as
pants, “They’re not pants.” Simple as that.
There are moments, however, when leggings are acceptable: when you’re on your
wing hanging out with the girls, or at home
with your cat watching “The Bachelor.” When
you’re walking around campus or looking
around the DC for possible meal choices, the
important things that cover the bottom half
of your body should be considered: jeans are
comfortable, skirts and dresses can be classy
and sweats . . . well, let’s just admit sweats
are for those of us who didn’t wake up on
time or didn’t shower last night.
According to the trusted website,
dictionary.com, leggings have an interesting definition. “Leggings are a covering for
the leg, usually extending from the ankle to
the knee but sometimes higher, worn by soldiers, riders and workers. Usually compared
to chaps.” CHAPS. Would you wear chaps
around campus? I sincerely hope the answer

to that is no. Apparently leggings were worn
by men in Europe during the 15th, 16th and
17th centuries. During these times they were
worn as a type of long underwear, under
men’s clothes to keep them warm. That
makes sense, considering how revealing leggings can be. Let’s be honest: leggings, alone,
are extremely revealing.
Leggings with long shirts, I feel, are
acceptable, considering certain things are
covered, but if you’re wearing leggings with
a normal shirt, you’re showing too much. It
may be fabric, but I don’t think the makers of this fashion fad intended for them
to be worn on their own. Leggings do not
equal pants. Jeggings are also in the “not
real pants” category, considering they are the
same type of fabric but with jean patterns
and fake pockets added on. Leggings, tights,
chaps, jeggings and pajama jeans — all of
these things should be carefully considered
before you venture out of your dorm.

LETTER TO

Illustration by Rodrigo Carneiro

STAND UP AND STAND OUT

physical and spiritual death by his resurIn my recent article, “Taylor’s EvoluMARK TAYLOR
tion,” I argued that Taylor University S T U D E N T C O N T R I B U T O R rection. If we attempt to reinterpret this
foundational belief, we change the work of
does not communicate a consistent
message, teaching the gradual evolution of man in the Christ himself.
There’s a deeper problem here: Christians are willing
biology classroom and then acting in chapel as though
to largely reinterpret Scripture because of the demands
Adam and Eve actually existed. This inconsistency is due
to an inherent incompatibility between the theological of science, influencing far more than Genesis 1-3. Despite
implications of Darwinism and Scripture. I’d like to Professor Constantine’s accusations, I’m not using the,
deal with some of the comments received last week and “Bible as a science textbook to reach suspect conclusions
. . . of little ultimate consequence.” I’ve not mentioned
clarify my position.
In one response, my theological concerns were dis- Darwinism’s scientific validity even once. Rather, I have
missed as “largely insignificant.” I argued that Darwin- attempted to force us all to see that we cannot comfortism destroys the sanctity of human life by linking the soul ably ignore what becomes of infallible Scripture when it
purely to the content of genes. This calls into question is made secondary to fallible human reason (something
the humanity of the genetically “impure.” My reasoning I would argue is of great ultimate consequence).
The claim was made that, “It is
was rejected because, “The questions
our responsibility as Christians to . .
posed cannot even be answered bibli. acknowledge the science of our day.”
cally by Christians in regard to small
This wording is ironic because all scichildren . . . Do all infants who die go
Christ redeemed both
ence has only been of its day. We have
to hell?” The difficulty is Christians
physical and spiritual
no way of knowing which scientific
definitely can answer the question of
death by his resurrection. orthodoxy will go the way of spontanethe soulfulness of children, and all
ous generation or geocentrism. I do
people for that matter. The soul is
If we attempt to reinternot mean to say that science is worthby very nature spiritual and not tied
pret this foundational be- less, nor am I promoting “intellectual
to physical or genetic development.
suicide.” Rather, I am attempting to
Furthermore, Scripture readily
lief, we change the work
illuminate a pride that reveals itself
attests to the humanity of those who
of Christ himself.
when we demand Scripture conform to
are not yet morally aware, (i.e. Psalm
every whim of science. What if science
51:5, Psalm 139:13-16, Jeremiah 1:4comes to the point where it “proves”
5); it is on this basis that we absothat the universe has always existed
lutely reject abortion and eugenics.
While it is true that some Christians debate over the à la Carl Sagan? In that day will those who believe God
caused the universe be showered with contempt for
destination of these individuals, that debate presupposes
that those in question have a soul to be judged. Darwin- “wishing to project the Bible into the realm of scientific
ism remains incompatible with this doctrine of the soul. claims?”
Taylor has a policy of non-policy on this issue, claimMy second argument, the incompatibility between
Darwinian pre-fall death and Scripture, was also dis- ing that professors can teach whatever they want. Were
missed by reinterpreting the fall so that it meant spiri- those professors to go the way of Richard Dawkins and
tual death alone and that God always wanted physical promote the “scientific” view that miracles cannot happen, Taylor would certainly object. Thus it is wrong to
death. According to this outlook, any relevant Scripture
say anything professors teach is out of the university’s
(i.e. Romans 5:12-17, 1 Corinthians 15:26) should be
hands. By being unintentional about what is taught in
reinterpreted to accommodate Darwinism. While this is
its biology classes, Taylor takes a stand whether it wants
a treatment of Scripture I disagree with, it also ignores
to or not. Making greater efforts to have consistency
the basic human experience that physical death is sad
and painful. Our God made all things good (1 Timothy would significantly strengthen this great university. I am
proposing that Taylor integrate, rather than segregate,
4:4 if Genesis makes you queasy), and it was sin that
corrupted, bringing on death. Christ redeemed both its faith and learning.

other friends when
There are many
MICHELLE DAVIS
they ask us to go out
things about Taylor
STUDENT CONTRIBUTOR
for a drink during
that make us unique;
Airband, MyGen Night, and don’t the school year.
Adulthood requires responsibility in
forget the amazing integrating-faithand-learning bell tower. All of these so many ways. We will eventually be
things are something we discuss with expected to pay bills, take care of chilour family and friends, and then spend dren, work diligently for our employthe next ten minutes explaining what ers, and be responsible/sensible with
they are, while trying to wipe the con- our money. Since adulthood is literfused look off their faces and make ally right around the corner wouldn’t
it make sense to be training ourselves
them sound cool.
There are also many things about for responsibility now? If we are adults
Taylor that we take pride in by know- in our own right, why can’t we make
ing we have something that not many decisions for ourselves? As the saying goes, live and
other universities
learn, right?
have. One thing
It’s time we are truly acYe s, l i v e a n d
that may be misslearn. But these
ing from our list is
countable to each other
the Life Together
and take a stand on what “limitations”
keep us focused
Covenant. This
we believe to be the “im- on what we need
could be due to our
to be focused on.
frustrations with
portant things.”
Our focus should
the limitations it
be school(whether
p o s s e s s e s. B u t
we want to admit
what does the LTC
it or not) and most
really teach us and
how do we embrace what it stands for? importantly, Christ by worshipping
The LTC, as we all know, is an agree- and pleasing Him in every way posment we all sign in order to be a part of sible. Is it pleasing to Christ when we
the Taylor community. We all know its poison the beautiful bodies he gave
limits, and we are all told to focus on us with cigarettes and huge kegs of
what the LTC tells us to do instead of alcohol?
The LTC is an attempt to keep us
what it tells us not to do. We are supposed to build each other up, pray for accountable to what we, as students
one another, live in a Christ-centered and as Christians, need to be focused
community among brothers and sisters on. It gives us perspective for the real
and so on. We aren’t allowed to dance world. It’s time we are truly accountwithout choreography, drink, smoke able to each other and take a stand on
and many other things that may seem what we believe to be the “important
things.” Who will take responsibility
appealing, especially at our age.
I know for me, as a senior, it gets for their actions? Who will accept and
harder and harder to explain the give their word on the terms and conLTC to my friends outside of Taylor. ditions of LTC and do his/her best to
Sure, the adults get it (especially our live a Christ-centered life? Who will
parents) because they know they are take pride that their school is actively
sending their child to a place where teaching its students responsibility
some of their fears will have a much and accountability for life after colgreater chance of not coming to life. lege? I have learned that we need to
Our other friends don’t really see why stand up for what the LTC is teaching
in the world we would go to a college us to do through accountability and
with so many limitations. One of my responsibility. We stand out because
friends even said that she thought we of who we are and what we stand for.
needed to be treated more like adults. My challenge to you is to visit or revisit
Is the LTC really taking away our those things that may be important to
adult right to make our own decisions? you, how to stay accountable and on
In the obvious ways, yes it is. For those track, and how big a role responsibility
that follow the LTC, it can get frus- plays in your life.
So, what do you stand for?
trating to always have to say no to our
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TROJANS STAY PERFECT WITH WIN ON THE ROAD
WOMENʼS BASKETBALL

The women’s
basketball
team won
a defensive battle Tuesday night
against Wilberforce University
Wilberforce
Taylor
Bulldogs
Trojans
69-56. The Trojans remained undefeated, opening their season with
(77 percent) from the charity stripe.
three straight wins.
The Trojans are a youthful team
Taylor built a first half lead of
39-29 and never let the Bulldogs this year, with only one senior on
the roster and 10 of 14 players being
back into the game.
The Trojans played excellent underclassmen. Last season the
defense, especially in the second half team lost would-be seniors Nellie
when they shut down Wilberforce’s Eskew and Paige Spencer to careerperimeter shooting, forcing them to ending injuries, which contributed
to the youth of this year’s team.
go 0-7 from three-point range.
“I think because of our youth, it’s a
Junior Erin Guarneri led the Trojans with 15 points and 12 rebounds good confidence builder for us that
for her first double-double of the we have started off 3-0,” Krause
season. Junior Erika Redweik also said. “Obviously we still have a lot of
came up big with 10 rebounds to go things that we still need to work on,
along with seven points. Junior Tess but it helps us to see that at least
Rudolph had 11 points and went 8-8 there is some chemistry and some
from the free-throw line, all in the unity building among the team, and
it gives us a lot of confidence that we
second half.
Sophomore Kelci Freds came up have been able to go pretty deep into
big off the bench, finishing with 10 our bench already.”
The Trojans look to improve on
points and three steals. Freshman
Rayana Carneiro matched her team- last season when they went 15-16
mate with three steals of her own. overall and 6-10 in conference. TayThe Trojans finished with 14 steals. lor had some notable wins in 2010“The biggest thing for us was the 2011 including a win over No. 4 St.
defensive end,” Head Coach Tena Francis, but lost to them in the quarKrause said. “Neither team shot terfinals of the MCC Tournament.
“The biggest goal for us is that we
well, so it was just a defensive
want to glorify the Lord in everybattle.”
The Trojans came up big on the thing that we do,” Krause said. “We
boards, finishing with 24 offensive are going to just take each game one
rebounds. They allowed the Bull- game at a time, so we are trying to
dogs to get 20 offensive rebounds, stay focused on the here and now
but limited their putbacks once they . . . we want to make sure that every
day we’re getting better.”
got them.
The Trojans will try to stay undeTaylor shot only 29 percent from
the field, but continued their excel- feated Tuesday night when they
lent free-throw shooting going 27-35 host Midway College (Ky.) at 7 p.m.
CONTRIBUTOR

69 - 56

Saturday’s MCC
Championships
CONTRIBUTOR
meet at Goshen College was the final full-team meet for the
Trojan cross country teams, as the women
finished in fourth place, while the men came
in fifth.
The No. 24 ranked women’s team finished
with 80 points, coming in behind Huntington, Spring Arbor and first-place Indiana
Wesleyan.
“We’re a little disappointed that we didn’t
finish up higher,” Head Coach Quinn White
said. “Some of the girls ran their best races
ever. We just didn’t put it together as a whole
team.”
Although the girls did not finish as well as
they had hoped, White preferred to focus on
the positives of the entire season.
“This was one of the best seasons ever,”
White said. “We were ranked for seven weeks
in a row, and as a very young team. Next
year we should be even better.”
While the team’s season is over, freshman
Jenna Norris and senior Kirstin Hegelein
still have one more race to run, as they qualified for the NAIA National Championships
at Saturday’s meet, earning MCC All-Conference honors in the process. Norris finished
fifth overall, posting a season best 18:51,

Sophomore Becca Daniels goes up for a layup during Saturday’s win
over Aquinas. Daniels had seven points and six rebounds in Tuesday’s
69-65 victory at Wilberforce.

while Hegelein came in just three seconds
later, finishing seventh with a time of 18:54.
“My goal for this year is not to have any
regrets,” Hegelein said. “I want to leave
everything on the course, fully using the
gift God has given me. Personally, [Saturday]
was one of my best races.”
Hegelein and Norris will compete Nov. 19

“This was one of the best
seasons ever. We were
ranked for seven weeks
in a row, and as a very
young team. Next year we
should be even better.”

in Fort Vancouver, Wash., and are preparing
for the meet by sharpening and improving
times.
“Several of our teammates are continuing to train with Jenna and I, to support
and encourage us,” Hegelein said. “I feel
so blessed to be part of a team that is constantly there.”

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Casey Coons

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL 3-0 (0-0)

RESULTS
11/07 at Ball State
(Exhibition) L, 47-72
11/09 at Cincinnati Christian University W, 95-91

RESULTS
11/04 versus Trinity
Christian College W, 82-45
11/05 versus Aquinas
W, 74-63
11/08 at Wilberforce
University W, 69-56

REVIEW
After falling in an
exhibition game to Ball
State Monday, the men’s
basketball team bounced
back with a 95-91 win over
Cincinnati Christian University Wednesday night.
Junior Casey Coons scored
24 points and passed 1,000
total points for his career
at Taylor. See article for
more on Coons.

CROSS COUNTRY COMPETES IN MCC CHAMPIONSHIPS
NICK VAN HEEST

MEN’S BASKETBALL
2-0 (0-0)

SCHEDULE
11/12 at Concordia 3 p.m.
11/15 at Indiana Tech
7:30 p.m.

Photo by Tim Riethmiller

WILL FAIRFAX

IN BRIEF

Saturday’s meet also marked the end of
the road for the men’s cross country team,
which finished in fifth place with a total of
130 points. Head Coach Ted Bowers was satisfied with the result, recognizing the team’s
steady progress throughout the year.
“It was a good race for us overall,” Bowers
said. “We just don’t have the depth to compete with the conference right now.”
Senior Isaac Bryan paced the Trojans and
earned MCC All-Conference honors, finishing 10th with a time of 26:05, just two spots
shy of qualifying for the NAIA National
Championships. Bryan was out for most of
September with a strained hip-flexor.
“Looking back on the season, I have to
thank God for healing me of my injury and
allowing me to have a fifth season I thought
I would never have,” Bryan said. “I really
enjoyed watching the young teammates
excel this season and am excited for what’s
ahead for the team.”
Bowers echoed Bryan’s optimism for the
future.
“We’re only losing one senior [Bryan], and
this is a very talented and passionate group
of young men. As long as we continue pushing each other and improving our times, we
should be very competitive next season.”

SCHEDULE
11/15 versus Midway
College (Ky.) 7 p.m.
REVIEW
Before beating Wilberforce
University Wednesday,
the Trojans started their
season with wins over
Trinity Christian College
and Aquinas in the Taylor
Tip-Off Tournament. Junior
Erin Guarneri led Taylor in
scoring with 30 points total
over the two wins. See
article for Wednesday’s
recap.

MEN’S
CROSS COUNTRY

WOMEN’S
CROSS COUNTRY

RESULTS
11/05 at MCC
Championships 5th of 10

RESULTS
11/05 at MCC
Championships 4th of 10

SCHEDULE
Season Concluded

SCHEDULE
11/19 at NAIA National
Championships 2:45 p.m.

REVIEW
Senior Isaac Bryan finished
10th overall and earned
MCC All-Conference
honors as the men’s cross
country place fifth in the
MCC Championships Saturday. Freshman Zach Warner
and junior Corbin Slater
finished 21st and 23rd,
respectively. See article for
full recap.

REVIEW
Freshman Jenna Norris
and senior Kirstin Hegelein
both earned MCC AllConference honors and
qualified for the NAIA
National Championships by
placing fifth and seventh
respectively at the MCC
Championships Saturday.
See article for full recap.

FOOTBALL
4-5 (2-3)

VOLLEYBALL
29-6 (17-1)

RESULTS
11/05 versus St. Francis
L, 14-46

RESULTS
11/04 at Indiana Wesleyan
L, 1-3
11/08 MCC Tournament
Quarterfinals versus Mt.
Vernon Nazarene W, 3-1
11/10 MCC Tournament
Quarterfinals versus Spring
Arbor W, 3-0

SCHEDULE
11/12 at Malone 1 p.m.
REVIEW
The football team could
not muster an offensive
touchdown against No. 11
St. Francis and fell to the
Cougars Saturday, 14-46.
The score was tied 14-14 at
halftime after sophomores
Luke Currens and Nick
Gathrite both returned interceptions for touchdowns
in the first quarter, but
St. Francis outscored the
Trojans 32-0 in the second
half to secure the win.
MEN’S SOCCER
18-1-1 (8-0-1)
RESULTS
11/05 MCC Semifinals
versus Grace W, 2-0
SCHEDULE
11/12 MCC Championship
versus Spring Arbor
2:30 p.m.
REVIEW
The Trojans advanced
to the MCC Tournament
Championship with a 2-0
win Saturday over Grace.
Freshman Danny Cawley
and senior Tyler Beachler
both scored in the win.

SCHEDULE
11/12 MCC Championship
versus Indiana Wesleyan
7 p.m.
REVIEW
The volleyball team advanced to the finals of the
MCC Tournamanet with a
3-0 win over Spring Arbor
last night. Senior Kelsey
Pritchard and sophomore
Ashlyn DeHoogh led the
Trojans with 12 kills a
piece.

TOMORROW

MCC Tournament
Championship
Game Saturday
2:30 p.m.
Men’s Socer
vs
Spring Arbor
7 p.m.
Volleyball
vs
Indiana Wesleyan

CASEY IN POINT
JON STROSHINE

SPORTS WRITER

Early in the second half of the men’s concern for each other,” Patterson
basketball team’s 95-91 victory over said. “The ability to get up when you
Cincinnati Christian University get knocked down, I think that’s the
Wednesday, junior Casey Coons hit a strength of this core of older guys
three-pointer from the top of the key . . . They have seen discouragement,
and they’ve seen disappointment,
to put the Trojans up 51-49.
But it wasn’t just any old three- and they’ve seen other people sucpointer. It put Coons over the 1,000- ceed where they haven’t, maybe, but
point mark for his career at Taylor. they’ve stayed the course.”
And the best part?
He didn’t even know it.
“I actually didn’t know what it was,”
Coons said. “My mom was the one who
made sure to tell me after the game.”
Coons has reached 1,000 points
faster than any other player who
started a career at Taylor in the last
30 years. The only other player to do it
faster was one who transferred to Taylor for his junior and senior seasons.
Coons’ nonchalant attitude toward
the accomplishment reflects his teamfirst mentality.
“I don’t think [Coons] got to this
point by concentrating on scoring
points,” Head Coach Paul Patterson
The struggles of college ball have
said. “I think the scoring that he’s
done has been a byproduct of the way certainly been an adjustment for
Coons, who experienced a lot of sucwe’ve played.”
And while things are good right now cess in his high school career.
The Indianapolis native attended
for Coons and the 2-0 Trojans, Coons
and some of his older teammates have Franklin Central High School, and
had to go through plenty of struggles while there, played with some very
talented big men, including Jajuan
to get to where they are now.
Coons played major minutes on Johnson, who was drafted by the
teams that went 15-15 last year and NBA’s Boston Celtics in June, and Patrick Bade, who went on to play college
11-19 his freshman year.
Through all of that, they have con- ball at Purdue. He also had the chance
tinued to work hard and be good team- to guard Eric Gordon, now with the
LA Clippers, while the two were in
mates.
“They really have a respect and a high school.

“I don’t think he got
to this point by concentrating on scoring
points. I think the scoring that he’s done has
been a byproduct of the
way we’ve played.”

Photo by Tim Riethmiller

While his career was marked by
being surrounded by talent, Coons
made a mark of his own.
While just a sophomore, he started
every game for Franklin Central.
Some of his career highlights included
hitting a game-winning three-pointer
against Center Grove High School his
junior year and making nine threepointers in a single game against
Southport High School. The team
won three sectionals while Coons was
there, as well.
But all that success did not come
without hard work, a value which has
stuck with Coons to this day and continued to serve him well.
“Casey always had a great work ethic,
a positive attitude, and just worked at
it really hard,” Coons’s high school
coach Mark James said. “[He was] a
joy to coach and a joy to be around.”
While Coons’ character really
showed itself in high school, it was
developed long before that by his parents.
Coons’ father, Mike, is the vice president of marketing at a company, and
his mother, Janet, is a nurse.
“They’re incredible,” Coons said. “I
can’t say enough great things about
them. They’ve always been there to
support me.”
It is obvious that the hard work of
Coons and his parents is still paying
off, even to this day.
“Casey is a great player,” junior
teammate Tommy Peller said. “Off the
court, he’s even better. He’s encouraging, energetic and really passionate
about basketball and working hard.”

